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UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE. 
WILLIAM OLSON, OF NEW YORK, N. Y. 

NUMBERING-HEAD. . 

1,202,44. 
Application filed September 1, 1914. Serial No. 859,611. 

To all thon, it may concern: - - - - - - - - 
Be it known that I, WILLIAM OLSON, a 

citizen of the United States, residing at the 
city of New York, in the borough of Bronx 
and State of New York, have invented cer 
tain new and useful improvements in Num 
bering-Heads, of which the following is a 
full, clear, and exact description. 
This invention relates to a numbering 

head or machine and has special application 
to devices of this character which are adapt 
ed to be inset in a type form; the numbering 
disks carry printing characters on their pe 
ripheries and are actuated progressively 
each time the type form is brought into con 
tact with the platen, to thereby successively 
number the sheets, tickets or other matter, 
as they are printed. 

Devices operating on this general prin 
20 ciple have heretofore been used, and it is 

the object of the present invention to im 
prove the structural features to provide a 
device which is of an extremely simple and 
compact construction, positive in operation, 
and in which the actuating mechanism is en 
tirely inclosed so that there is practically 
little, if any, danger of it becoming clogged 
or otherwise getting out of order. 
With these objects in view, one of the im 

portant features of the invention resides in 
the provision of an internal pawl which is 
arranged within the supporting shaft upon 
which the numbering disks are freely mount 
ed, which pawl is adapted to engao'e with 
notches in the inner peripheries of the disks 
to progressively actuate them when an os 
cillatorv movement is imparted to the pawl. 
Another important feature of the inven 

tion relates to the construction of the casing 
which is provided with two separate com 
partments in one of which the driving mem 
ber is positioned, while the disks are accu 
rately and snugly fitted into the other, so 
that any lateral movement of the disks is 

5 prevented. 
Other important features of the invention 

reside in the Specific construction of the ra 
dially morable twpe block which carries one 
of the printing characters: and the particul 
lar form of driving mechanism shown which 
is entirely positive in its operation, consist 
ing of a reciprocatory block carrying a rack 
which is adapted to engage a mutilated pin 
ion upon a shaft which carries the pawl for 
progressively moving the numbering disk 

- - - -- Y.: - W - s *1 - a - -...} w . . . . . . . . 

the numbering 

specification of Letters Patent, Patented Oct. 24, 1916. 

Still other features of the invention will 
be apparent to those skilled in the art, from 
the detailed description hereinafter to fol 
low, and will be particularly pointed out in 
the appended claims. 
In the drawings: Figure 1 shows a plan 

of a numbering head embodving the features 
of the present invention: Fig. 2 is an en 
larged sectional view of the head, taken on 
the line 2-2 of Fig. 3: Fig. 3 is a trans 
verse section of Fig. 2, taken on the line 
3-3 of Fig. 2: Fig. 4 is a transverse section 
taken on the line 4-4 of Fig. 2: Fig. 5 is 
a view similar to Fig. 3, showing the pawl 
in the position it assumes when the recip 
rocatory block or driving member is in con 
tact with the platen: Fig. 6 is a detail view 
of Fig. 5, showing the pawl in the position 
it assumes when the driving member is re 
leased: Fig. 7 is a detail view of the second 
numbering disk from the right. as shown in 
Fig. 2: Fig. 8 is a detail view of the pawl; 
Fig. 9 is a transverse section of Fig. S. show 
ing the inner peripheries of the numberino 
disks in dotted lines: Fig. 10 is a plan of 
the casing with all of the parts removed, ex 
cept the retainino pawls: Fig. 11 is a de 
ail showing the driving mechanism for the 
shaft, which carries the actuating nawl; and 
Fig. 12 is a detail view of a modified means 
for holding the actuating shaft in place. 
The numbering disks and driving mecha 

nism are mounted in a Sibstantially box 
like casing 1, open at the to), which is of a 
suitable size to be inset in the type form, the 
casing being shown in Sibstantially its ac 
tual size in Fig. 1. This casino is divided 
by a vertical transverse partition 2 into two 
separate rectangularly-shaped cominart 
ments. Circular anartiles are provided in 
the end wall of the lar frar of thes a compart 
ments and in the partition 2 constituting 
bearino's for a stationarv shaft 3, which ex 
tends the length of the larger cninnrartment 
only. The stationariv shaft is hold in the ex 
act position in which it is shown in Fig. 4, 
by means of a set screw 4, the shaft being 
preferably snotted or coluntersunk at the 
point on which the end of the sat screw bears 
to nrevent its inadvertent rotation. 

Freely mounted upon the shaft 3 are a 
plurality of numbering disks, each carrying 
the raised characters from Zero to 9 on its 
periphery. In the Synecific embodiment of 

head illustrated, 
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numbering disks have been shown, which 
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are designated 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9, the number 
ing disk 5 being the digit wheel, disk 6 the 
tens, disk 7 the hundreds, and so on. Posi 
tioned adjacent one face of each of these 
disks is a ratchet wheel 10 which is prefer 
ably separate from the disk and is riveted 
or otherwise secured thereto, the disks and 
ratchet wheels being accurately machined so 
that when they are assembled in place in the 
larger compartment, they will entirely fill 
the space between the partition and the end 
wall of the casing which will prevent any 
inadvertent lateral movement of the disks 
along their supporting shaft. The middle 
or the bottom of the larger compartment is 
preferablv cut away, while the interior lower 
corners of this compartment are filled with 
triangular shaped blocks 11 and 12 prefer 
ably integral with the casing. The block 
11 has a plurality of vertically disposed slots 
13 therein corresponding to the number of 
the numbering disks used, which slots are 
positioned directly beneath the respective 
ratchet wheels 10 carried by these disks. A 
longitudinal semi-circular recess 14 is 
vided in the block 11, into which is fitted a 
stationary shaft 15, supported at its ends in 
the end walls of the combartment. This 
shaft carries a plurality of pawls 16, the 
ends of which extend out bevond their piv 
otal point and are positioned in the slots 13. 
An eoual number of slots 17 are arranged in 
the triangular block 12, which are arranged 
in transverse alinement to the slots 13 and 
are adapted to receive the free ends of the 
pawls 16, whereby the pawls are prevented 
from any lateral movement or from any 
tendencv to tilt along their longitudinal axes 
and are always maintained in a position to 
engage the teeth of the corresponding 
ratchet wheels in a direction normal to their 
coacting surfaces. Cylindrical recesses are 
nrovided in the block 12, which recesses cut 
the slots 17 and form chambers into which 
are inserted coiled springs 18, the end of the 
pawls 16 resting upon these springs, which, 
by their tension hold the pawls in engage 
ment with the ratchet wheels 10. As will be 
clear from Fig. 2, the ratchet wheel and pawl 
coperating with the numbering disk 5 car 
rving the digits are preferablv made heavier 
than the others, since this disk is actuated 
most frequently, and will occasion a greater 
Wear unon these parts. 

Positioned in the smaller of the two com 
partments in the casing is a reciprocatory 
block or driving member 19, which is sub 
stantially rectangular in shape, but has its 
upper surface curved, which surface is 

- adapted to be engaged by the platen as the 
numbering head, together with the type 
form, is brought into contact therewith. If 
desired, printing characters may also be 
placed upon this surface, as for example, the 

pro 
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characters No. -. This block is normally 
maintained in extended position by two heli 
cally coiled springs 20 (see Fig. 10), which 
fit for the major portion of their length 
into cylindrical chambers in the block which 
prevents any lateral distortion of the spring. 
Cylindrical recesses 20” are also provided 
in the bottom of the compartment in which 
the ends of the springs rest for the same 
purpose. 

Centrally disposed in the block 19 is an 
elongated slot 21, the ends of which are pref. 
erably semi-circular, as will be later referred 
to. In one side wall of this slot are formed 
a plurality of notches 22, forming a rack 
having a single tooth. An oscillatory shaft 
23 extends the entire length of the casing 
and is mounted for a portion of its length 
in a cylindrically-formed recess 24 in the 
stationary shaft 3, while its other end is 
supported in a suitable bearing 23 formed 
in the end walls of the smaller compart 
ment. The recess 24 is eccentric to the axis 
of the stationary shaft 3 and its periphery 
cuts the outer periphery of the stationary 
shaft to provide a longitudinal opening. 
through which the pawl carried by the shaft 
engages with the inner periphery of the 
numbering disks as will be later referred to. 
The shaft 23 is provided with teeth 25 

adjacent one end thereof forming a multi 
lated pinion, adapted to engage the notches 
22 so that the reciprocatory movement of the 
block is changed into oscillatory movement 
of this shaft, the semi-circular wall at the 
lower end of the elongated slot 21 forming 
a stop to limit the movement of the block in 
its upward direction. The teeth 25 of the 
mutilated pinion are of a length sufficient 
to fit snugly against the side walls of the 
Smaller compartment and will, for this rea 
son, prevent any lateral movement of the 
shaft. The bearing 23 in the end of the 
casing adjacent the smaller compartment is 
provided with notches 24 of a shape and 
size to permit the teeth of the mutilated 
pinion to pass through the same, so that 
the shaft may be correctly positioned within 
the casing, these notches being so arranged 
that they will permit the teeth 25 to be 
passed laterally into the notchcs 22, when 
the block 19 is in the position it assumes 
when the driving member is in contact with 
the platen. Instead of forming notches 24' 
in the bearing or opening 23, this opening 
may be made of sufficient diameter to per 
mit the teeth 25 to freely pass therethrough. 
A collar 25 is then fitted on the end of the 
shaft which is of the same thickness as the 
casing walls and it is held in place in the 
opening 23 by a set screw 26' passing down 
through the casing wall. This modified con 
struction is shown in Fig. 12 and permits 
a more rapidly assembling of the parts as it 
is then not necessary to bring the notches 
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in the rack carried by the driving member 
into alinement with the notches in the cas 
Ing. 
A segmental-shaped recess 26 is cut in 

the shaft 23 opposite the numbering disks, 
which recess is of sufficient depth to receive 
an actuating pawl 27, which is suitably piv 
oted in the recess upon a pin 28. The pawl 
27 is freely mounted upon this pin and has 
a portion of its surface intermediate its ends 
and surrounding the pin cut away as at 29, 
to provide a recess in which a coiled spring 
30, which is mounted on the pin 28 is adapt 
ed to fit. One end of this spring engages 
the shaft, while the other end engages the 
pawl in such a manner as to rotate the pawl 
in a counter-clockwise direction, as shown 
in Fig. 3. The pawl 27 consists of an - 
shaped bar of sufficient length to snugly fit 
between the side walls of the recess 26, so 
that the pawl will have no lateral movement 
relative to the shaft 23. The outstanding 
leg of the pawl has formed thereon stepped 
teeth which have been designated 31, 32, 33, 
34 and 35, five teeth being provided of a 
width to correspond to the five numbering 
disks, the teeth being of varying lengths, 
with the tooth 31 which engages with the 
disk 5 the longest and the other teeth grad 
ually decreasing in length as they approach 
the other end of the pawl. 
Cut in the inner periphery of each of the 

numbering disks 5 to 9, inclusive, are a plu 
rality of equally spaced notches or ratchet 
teeth, which are ten in number, correspond s 

ing to the characters from 0 to 9, which are 
formed on the periphery of each of the disks. 
Nine of the notches in each disk, which 
have been designated 36, are of uniform 
depth, while one deep notch 37 is provided 
on each of the disks with the exception of 
the disk 9 which need not have such a notch. 
but the same may be provided if it is desired 
to make all of the wheels uniform, since it 
will not prevent the progressive actuation 
of the disks. The notches 37 in each of the 
wheels are of uniform depth. 

Inset in each of the disks 6, 7 and 8 is a 
radially movable type block which is adapt 
ed to be retracted to a non-printing position, 
the block in the disk 6 being designated 38, 
which will alone be described, the other be 
ing identical in construction. This block is substantially rectangular in shape and is 
set in a similarly shaped recess in the disk, 
the ratchet wheel 10 which is secured to one 
of the end faces of the disk holding it 
against lateral displacement. The head of 
the block is preferably enlarged providing a 
shoulder 39 which slides in a slot 40 on the 
face of the disk. This head carries the 
raised character Zero. Depending from the 
inner end of the block is an angularly-dis 
posed shoulder 41, which is adapted to abut 
against the side wall of an angularly-dis-, - 

posed W-shaped recess or groove 42 cut in 
the top peripherial surface of the station 
ary shaft 3, as will be clear from Fig. 7, 
which will lock the movable type block in 
its retracted position while the numbering 
disk remains in its initial position. An 

3. 

70 

arcuately shaped groove 44 is cut in the 
face of the numbering disk 6, in which re 
cess is placed a similarly shaped spring 45, 
which is held in place in the groove by the 
ratchet wheel 10. One end of this is adapt 
ed to rest in a transverse groove 46 cut in 
the type block. This spring is so arranged, 
that it will tend to throw the movable type 
block into printin 
where its raised character is in circumferen 
tial alinement with the other characters on 
the numbering disk. The spring also serves 
as a stop to limit the outward movement of 
the type block when it reaches this position, 
since the walls of the groove in the disk and 
block will both abut against the spring. 
When the numbering disk is rotated in a 
counter-clockwise direction (see Fig. 7) the 
angularly-disposed shoulder will be carried 3 
out of locking engagement with the upper 
Wall of the groove 42 and the shoulder 41 
will then coact with the other wall of the 
groove, to aid the spring in throwing the 
type block to its outer position. 
The operation of the numbering head is 

as follows: Referring first to Figs. 2, 3 and 
4, in which the parts are shown in their 
initial position, the raised characters at the 
top of each of the wheels is Zero, and it may 3. 
be here stated that the Zero space on the 
numbering disk 9 is left blank and cut away 
so to be below the plane of the other zero 
character's, since it is never necessary to 
print zero with this disk. The radially 
movable type blocks which carry the Zeros 
for the intermediate wheels, are, when the 
parts are assembled, arranged so that they 
will be in their retracted position in which 
they are locked by the shoulder 41, as has 
been described. It will also be seen from 
Figs. 3 and 4, that in the initial position of 
the numbering head each of the deep notches 
in the wheels 5 to 8 inclusive, are in aline 
ment and so arranged that the teeth 31 to 

g position, or to a position & 

75 

3.35 

i.10. 

i.15 
35 inclusive, of the pawl 27, lie in the same. 
the tooth 35 engaging a notch 36 in the pe 
riphery of the numbering disk 9. If the 
numbering head is then brought into en 
gagement with the platen, the Zero on the 
digit wheel will alone print. The block 19 
is also caused to move downwardly from the 
position shown in Fig. 3, to the position 
shown in Fig. 5, and through the rack and 
pinion connection, the shaft 23 will be ro 
tated a partial revolution in a clockwise di 
rection, as viewed in Fig. 3, the teeth of the 
pawl slipping out of the deep notches 37 in 
each of the disks and being carried a Sufi 
cient distance to permit-the tooth 31 to en 
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gage a notch 36 in the digit wheel 5. Dur 
ing this rotation of the shaft the number 
ing disks are prevented from being carried 
therewith, by the pawls 16 which are in en 
gagement with the teeth in the ratchet 
wheels 10, each of the pawls being held in 
correct position by the springs 18 and the 
slots in the casing, as has been described. 
When the pawl has reached the position 
shown in Fig. 5, it will be seen that since 
the tooth 31 is in engagement with one of 
the notches 36 in the digit wheel 5, the teeth 
32, 33, 34 and 35 which are of less length, 
are not in a position to engage the notches 
36 in the other numbering disks. 
bed of the press moves away from the platen 
the block 19 is returned to its original posi 
tion by the springs 20, which will again ro 
tate the pawl in the opposite direction to its 
normal position, or to the position of the 
pawl shown in Fig. 6. The tooth 31 which 
is in engagement with the notch 36 in the 
digit wheel 5 will therefore carry this wheel 
one step forwardly to bring the raised char 
acter “1” at the top of the periphery of the 
digit wheel so that upon a second movement 
of the bed, the character 1 will be printed 
instead of zero. The actuation of the num 
bering head for the next eight oscillations 
of the pawl will be the same, the characters 
2 to 9 inclusive, being brought to printing 
position by a step-by-step movement of the 
disk 5. Upon the next oscillation of the 
shaft and pawl the deep notch 37 in the digit 
wheel will be in a position to be engaged by 
the pawl when the block is moved down 
wardly, or in other words, the deep notch 
in the digit wheel will be in a position to be 
engaged by the pawl when in the position 
shown in Fig. 5. This will permit the sec 
ond tooth 32 to engage one of the uniformly 
cut notches 36 in the numbering disk 6, 
which carries the tens characters, so that 
when the reciprocating block resumes its po 
sition under the influence under the springs 
20, both wheels 5 and 6 will be rotated, 
bringing the character 1 on the tens wheel 
and the character zero on the digit wheel in 
a position to print. The rotation of the 
numbering disk 6 in a counter-clockwise di 
rection, as viewed in Fig. 7, will, as has 
been described, throw the angularly-disposed 
shoulder 41 out of locking engagement with 
the Walls on the groove 42 in the stationary 
shaft, and the spring 45 will then force this 
block radially outwardly until the charac 
ter carried thereby is brought into a print 
ing position. As has been described, the 
angularly-disposed shoulder coacting with 
the other wall of the groove will serve as a 
cam to throw this type block outwardly. 
On the eleventh oscillation of the pawl the 
digit disk will again alone be actuated, since 
the deep notch in the digit wheel has been 
moved one step from the position in which 

As the 

the deep notch can be engaged by the tooth 
31. Operation will then be continued, the 
digit wheel completing a second revolution 
by a step-by-step movement until the deep 
notch 37 is again brought into a position to 
be engaged by the tooth 31, which will per 
mit a second step-by-step movement of the 
disk 6 to bring the character 2 into printing 
position. The operation for the hundreds 
disk 7, thousands disk 8, and tens of thou 
Sands disk 9, is similar, the hundreds disk 7 
being actuated after the numbering disk 6 
has made a complete revolution, and the 
deep notch therein has been brought into 
alinement with the deep notch in the disk 
5, which will permit the tooth 33 to engage 
a notch 36 on the periphery of the disk 7. 
The operation of the remaining wheels is 

similar and need not further be described. 
While I have shown a numbering head 

which is especially adapted for use in print 
ing presses, it is not my intention to limit 
the invention to this particular use, as it is 
obvious that the important features of the 
invention: the internal pawl and its asso 
ciated parts, the construction of the casing 
and pawls mounted therein are capable of 
being used with any form of numbering 
head and machine which it is desired to 
progressively actuate a plurality of number 
ing disks. 
I claim:- 
1. In a numbering machine, a casing open 

at the top and divided into separate com 
partments, a plurality of numbering disks 
mounted for independent rotation in one 
of said compartments and completely filling 
the same, a driving block snugly fitted into 
the other of said compartments. a shaft pass 
ing through both said blocks and disks, means 
associated with said driving block and shaft 
for Oscillating the latter and means includ 
ing a part mounted on said shaft engaging 
the interior of said disks for progressively 
actuating them. 

2. In a numbering machine, a box-like 
casing open at the top and divided into sepa 
Fate compartments, a plurality of number 
ing disks mounted for independent rotation 
in one of Said compartments and completely 
filling the same, a reciprocatory block in the 
other of Said compartments having its upper 
end extending above said casing, when in 
extended position, means for normally urg 
ing said block to Said position, a shaft pass 
ing through both said blocks and disks and 
means including parts mounted on said 
shaft coöperating with said block and the 
interior of Said disks, respectively, to pro 
gressively actuate said disks, when said 
block is reciprocated. 

3. In a numbering machine, a casing, a 
plurality of numbering disks therein, a sta 
tionally shaft upon which said disks are 
freely mounted, said shaft having an eccen 
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trically disposed recess therein cutting its 
peripheral surface, a second shaft eccentric 
to the first named shaft and positioned in 
the recess in said first named shaft and a 
stepped pawl carried in a recess in Said sec 
ond named shaft engaging the inner periph 
eries of said disks to progressively actuate 
them. 

4. In a numbeiring machine, a plurality of 
disks, a stationary shaft upon which said 
disks are freely mounted, ratchet wheels and 
pawls for preventing movement of said disks 
in one direction, said shaft having an eccen 
trically disposed recess therein cutting its 
peripheral surface, a second shaft eccentric 
to said first named shaft and positioned in 
the recess therein, said second named shaft 
having a recess therein, a stepped pawl 
mounted in said recess, a plurality of notches 
in the inner periphery of each of said disks, 

5. 

said pawl engaging Said notches to progres 
sively actuate said disk upon an oscillatory 
imovement imparted to said shaft and means 
for oscillating said shaft. 

5. in a numbering machine, a casing, a 
plurality of numbering disks, a stationary 
shaft upon which said disks are freely 
mounted, said shaft having a recess therein 
cutting its peripheral surface, an oscillatory 
shaft in said recess, a stepped pawl in said 
recess connected to said second 1amed shaft, 
said stepped pawl and connections to said 
second named shaft being positioned en 
tirely within said recess. 

In witness whereof, I subscribe my signa 
ture, in the presence of two witnesses. 

WILLIAM OLSON. 
Witnesses: 

GEO. C. CHENEY, 
HENRY MoUPLEY. 

Copies of this patent may be obtained for five cents each, by addressing the “Commissioner of Patents, 
Washington, D.C.' 


